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Stable reflow soldering process thanks to 

individually adjustable heat flow  

The VisionXP+ convection soldering system ensures 

optimum heat transfer for different requirements 

Heating zones which can be regulated separately, a reproducible 

temperature profile, stable processes at the lowest ΔT, homogenous 

heat input via special nozzle holes and low maintenance costs: the 

VisionXP+ convection soldering system by Rehm Thermal Systems 

provides the basis for the best soldering results with its optimum heat 

transfer properties, even if the electronic components have different 

requirements with regard to your production process.  

In the VisionXP+, the nozzle hole fields, which have a special geometry, 

ensure an even flow onto the assemblies. The temperature and the flow 

speeds of the upper and lower heating zones are individually adjustable. This 

means that the assembly is heated fully and evenly.  

In addition, the profiling can be influenced thanks to the infinitely variable 

transport speed. The aim of this is to find an optimum setting at which smaller 

components do not overheat and larger components are still heated 

sufficiently to ensure reliable soldering.   
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The optimum properties of the VisionXP+ in the area of heat transfer enable 

problem-free and reproducible profiling, including in the form of a saddle 

profile or linear profile, to help achieve the best soldering results. The 

respective profile is generally selected on the basis of the solder paste being 

used. 

Saddle profile  
With a saddle profile, the assembly is first brought to the desired temperature 

in the pre-heating area. At this temperature (saddle), the paste is activated 

and the temperatures of the different thermal masses of the assembly are 

aligned. Then soldering takes place in the short peak range of the furnace. 

Linear profile 
With a linear profile, the assembly is not stepped during soldering, but is 

heated with exactly the same linear temperature increase. Linear profiles may 

lead to the cycle time becoming shorter and to the minimisation of soldering 

errors, such as tombstoning.  

 
Linear profile 

Through circulation within a VisionXP+ system, the process gas is extracted 

from the pre-heating and peak range at the side, cleaned and reintroduced 

into the process. In order to create a stable thermodynamic state in the 

system and to keep the energy loss to the outside as low as possible, the 

VisionXP+ features optimum insulation between the process chamber and 

the environment.  

About Rehm Thermal Systems 
Rehm is a technology and innovation leader in the state-of-the-art, cost-

effective manufacturing of electronic assembly groups. It specialises in 

thermal system solutions for the electronics and photovoltaics industry. Rehm 

is a globally active manufacturer of reflow soldering systems using 
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convection, condensation or vacuum, drying and coating systems, functional 

test systems, equipment for the metallisation of solar cells and numerous 

customised systems. We have a presence in all key growth markets and, as 

a partner with 30 years of industry experience, we are able to implement 

innovative production solutions that set new standards. 


